Abstract Service Grids like the EGEE Grid can not provide the required number of resources for many VOs. Therefore extending the capacity of these VOs with volunteer or institutional desktop Grids would significantly increase the number of accessible computing resources that can particularly advantageously be exploited in case of parameter sweep applications. This objective has been achieved by the EDGeS project that built a production infrastructure enabling the extension of gLite VOs with several volunteer and institutional desktop Grids. The paper describes the technical solution of integrating service Grids and desktop Grids and, the actual EDGeS production infrastructure. The main objectives and current achievements of the follow-up EDGI project have 
Introduction
The e-science infrastructure eco-system has been recently enriched with clouds and as a result the main components of this eco-system are:
• Clusters: Condor clusters, PBS clusters, etc.
• Cluster Grids: EGEE, NorduGrid, etc.
• Supercomputers: MareNostrum, Jugene, etc.
• Supercomputer Grids: DEISA, TeraGrid, etc.
• Desktop Grids: BOINC-based, XtremWeb-HEP-based, etc.
• Clouds: Eucalyptus, OpenNebula, Amazon, etc.
Unfortunately, in many cases these components are separated from each other and cannot be used simultaneously by the same e-scientist to solve a large-scale single application. Partial results of interconnecting these systems have been achieved in the past. Clusters and cluster Grids have already been integrated for example, in the NorduGrid system based on the ARC middleware. Supercomputers and supercomputer Grids are made interoperable in DEISA due to the results of the Unicore middleware. Cluster and supercomputer based Grids can be referred to as service Grids (SG). BOINC [1] based and XtremWeb-HEP [2] based (XWHEP) desktop Grids (DG) have been successfully integrated with gLite-based cluster Grids within the FP7 EDGeS [3, 4] project.
The OGF PGI (Production Grid Infrastructure) working group has put significant effort to solve the problem of interoperability of production Grids and yet even the interoperation of various cluster-based and supercomputer-based Grids is not solved yet. The recently formed EMI (European Middleware Initiative) aims at integrating the three major European Grid middleware systems (ARC, gLite, Unicore) into a unified middleware distribution (UMD) that would be supported by the EGI (European Grid Initiative) organization and used by NGIs (National Grid Initiatives). However, EMI currently does not deal with the problem of integrating other types of components of the e-science eco-system, like desktop Grids and clouds.
It was proven by the EDGeS project that gLite-based cluster Grids can be integrated with BOINC-based and XtremWeb-HEP-based desktop Grids. The EDGeS project dealt with the integration in both the gLite→DG and the DG→gLite direction. Since the gLite community who was the major target of the EDGeS project is more interested in the usage of the gLite→DG direction in this paper we focus on this direction. The gLite→DG integration has been working in production since June 2009. Moreover, the bridge technology [5] developed by EDGeS for interconnecting these Grids proved to be so generic and powerful that the EELA-II project could adapt this bridge technology and interconnect OurGrid-based desktop Grids with gLitebased cluster Grids in Brazil [6, 7] . The EDGeS technology raised significant interest all over the world.
Based on the success of the EDGeS project two follow-up projects have been funded and started in June 2010: EDGI [8] (European Desktop Grid Initiative) and DEGISCO [9] (Desktop Grids for International Scientific Collaboration). The main objectives of EDGI are to extend the bridge technology developed in EDGeS towards other service Grid middleware like ARC and Unicore. It will also interconnect desktop Grids and clouds in order to provide QoS support for applications to be completed by a certain deadline. EDGI will also extend the scope of applications that can be run in the SG→DG direction by introducing virtualisation and, P2P data management technology for supporting data-intensive applications. DEGISCO is a support action project that extends European DCIs into countries outside the European Union, with a focus on desktop Grids.
The current paper describes the most important results of the EDGeS project including the generic Grid-Grid bridge technology and the production infrastructure created for gLite users. It also introduces the main objectives of EDGI in order to expand the production infrastructure of EDGeS towards other types of middleware and applications. The paper explains one of the most important enhancements of the EDGeS infrastructure: its extension with cloud support.
Although today's public clouds allow to extend a service Grid with resource configured with the desired operating system and middleware still integrating a service Grid with a desktop Grid is an important objective and approach. The reason is that the cost of cloud working nodes is not zero as it is for volunteer type desktop Grids (see [10] for detailed analysis of the costs in these systems). Moreover, in case of institutional Grids, desktop Grids have still a great advantage in costs against clouds, since operating a cloud infrastructure requires significant manpower.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the concept how to support service Grids by desktop Grids and explains the architecture of SG→DG bridge. Chapter 3 introduces the EDGeS infrastructure and shows the various ways of using the infrastructure. This chapter also explains how SG and DG resources can join the EDGeS infrastructure. Chapter 4 shows how the EDGeS infrastructure will be extended by the EDGI project. The extension with clouds is explained in detail. Chapter 5 overviews the similar solutions developed by other projects to integrate service Grids and desktop Grids.
Supporting Service Grids by Desktop Grid Resources

Concept
Extending service Grids with desktop Grid resources is based on the Generic Grid-Grid Bridge (3G Bridge) developed within the EDGeS project. 3G Bridge can be used as a mediator between different types of Grid middleware. The internal architecture of 3G Bridge can be seen in Fig. 1 . The main components are: Besides this, 3G Bridge offers other non-core components that will be described in Section 2.1 The goal of the SG→DG bridge is to extend service Grids with supporting desktop Grid systems that seamlessly execute jobs submitted by SG users.
The main concept of the SG→DG bridge is to create a new computing element (CE) that is able to receive SG jobs and to send them to a DG server for processing by DG clients. For this, the bridge has to interface with the SG services such as the broker and the information system, etc. and of course with a DG server.
The bridge design has to be as transparent towards SG users as possible, that is once a user has access to a SG infrastructure running an SG→DG bridge, the user has to be able to make use of the bridge without any (or only very minor) additional work or modifications of the existing SG job submission method. The user must be able to use the computing power of the connected DG server by using standard SG command-line tools or APIs for job submission, job status query, job output download or job cancel. Of course, there also must be a way to distinguish the bridge from other SG computing elements, so users can decide if their jobs are sent to the bridge or not.
Finally, the bridge has to make sure that it bridges only applications that are supported by the connected DG servers. This is important because the security mechanism of the connected DG systems is different from the SG security mechanism: DGs rely on trust in the applications and not on users authenticated via X.509 certificates as in SGs. To allow verification of applications and also to increase the number of applications available to end users via the bridge and to help exchanging and spreading such applications between DGs, the EDGeS project developed the EDGeS Application Repository (AR) where applications that have already been validated by EDGeS are placed. Thus, if an SG user wants to make sure the job is able to run through the bridge in a connected DG, he/she has to submit the given application's SG variant which can be retrieved from the EDGeS AR.
Architecture of the SG→DG Bridge
The overview of the SG→DG bridge based on 3G Bridge in case of the gLite→BOINC direction is shown in Fig. 2 . We can clearly distinguish three main parts in Fig. 2: • SG VO part to the left, that, in this example, contains all the traditional gLite services that normally form a VO, • EDGeS part in the middle or the EDGeS Bridge Services, • DG part to the right, in this case a BOINC server with a 3G Bridge service extended with a web service interface and a pool of BOINC clients that can process work units.
The Extended 3G Bridge Service
As Fig. 2 shows, the job source servers (gLite) and the destination Grid server (BOINC) are located on different machines. In such a configuration it is not desirable to use direct MySQL connection to the 3G Bridge Job Database. Moreover, application input and output files have to be transferred between the source and destination Grids' servers. In order to solve this issue, we have extended the 3G Bridge service with a web service interface, and a Download Manager component. Additionally, job submission to BOINC projects is facilitated with an appropriate 3G Bridge output plugin. Figure 1 shows the additional components, too of the extended 3G Bridge. The 3 main components introduced here are the following:
Web Service Interface The Web Service interface of the 3G Bridge can be used to add jobs to the 3G Bridge Job Database in a remote manner. The interface offers the following main operations:
• Job submission: this function allows adding new jobs to the 3G Bridge Job DB. The following properties can be specified: name of the job, destination Grid, command-line arguments, name and location (URLs) of input files and name of output files. This function returns the 3G Job identifier.
• Job status query: using this function, the status of a 3G Job can be queried by its identifier.
• Job delete: this function allows clients to remove jobs by identifier.
• Job output: this function returns the list of output files and their URLs belonging to a job specified with its identifier.
The 3G Bridge component which implements the server side of this web service interface is called WSSubmitter. We also offer a simple web service client for using this service on the submitter machine from the command line, called as WSClient.
Fig. 2 gLite→BOINC bridge
DownloadManager The input files of a job must be specified upon job submission using URLs. Jobs submitted by the gLite Workload Management System (WMS) to gLite CEs are normally handled by executing a wrapper script generated by the WMS. This wrapper script is responsible for different administrative tasks regarding the job such as, fetching the job and any input files belonging to the job, running the application, uploading results to the WMS, and reporting on every status change towards the LB. Since the EDGeS CE does not execute jobs directly, the usage of the WMS wrapper script was modified for the EDGeS CE: instead of executing it, it is parsed by the edges jobmanager code and its execution is simulated by the EDGeS CE while interfacing with the 3G Bridge and the jobmanager code handles the administrative tasks to remain compatible with the gLite WMS.
While handling a job on one of its queues, an EDGeS bridge CE first performs the following checks:
1. If the VO indicated by the user's proxy is allowed to use this queue according to the CE configuration 2. If the application is present in the AR (the MD5 hash of the main executable specified in the JDL is used to identify the application) 3. If it is allowed for this application to be bridged via this CE to the desktop Grid served by the queue according to the AR 4. If all additional application files specified in the AR are present among the input files of the job and if they match those listed in the AR (again MD5 hashes are used for verification of application files)
If any of these checks fail the job is rejected with an appropriate error that is logged in the LB and will appear in the output of glite-wms-job-status and glite-wms-job-logging-info commands. If all of the above checks pass, a corresponding job is submitted to the 3G Bridge of the connected target desktop Grid. This desktop Grid can run the DG version of the verified application. The executable and verified application files from the JDL are not sent to the DG since the DG version of the application already preinstalled on the BOINC server is used to process the input files specified in the JDL of the application. Thus, only additional input files apart from application files are downloaded and passed to the desktop Grid. Every validated EGEE application that can run in the connected DG systems is stored in the EDGeS AR together with the identifiers of those DG projects that installed the given application on their server. Notice that the EDGeS AR belongs to the EDGeS services part of the SG→DG infrastructure and hence there is no need to deploy different ARs for different VOs or DGs. In fact, even if several gLite VOs and DGs participate in the EDGeS infrastructure, a single AR is enough to serve all of them. Of course from reliability and redundancy reasons or for separating different infrastructures several ARs can also be used if required.
To communicate with the 3G Bridge WSSubmitter service, the EDGeS CE should contain a 3G Bridge web service client (the WSClient) that calls the Web Service Interface (WSSubmitter) of the 3G Bridges belonging to connected BOINC servers. Due to the WS Interface being the same for all 3G Bridges independent of the Grid output plugins they use, one EDGeS CE can invoke various 3G Bridge services belonging to different BOINC (or other types of DG) servers. Similarly, one 3G Bridge service belonging to a certain BOINC (or other DG) server can accept jobs from several gLite VOs. As a result, several SG VOs and several DGs can be interconnected in a very flexible way: any SG VO can be supported by many DG projects and many SG VOs can transfer jobs to a single DG project.
The EDGeS Infrastructure
In order to create the production gLite→DG infrastructure of EDGeS both the connected DG systems and the gLite VOs should have been extended. On the DG side, the 3G Bridge had to be deployed and configured on the server machines of existing public and local BOINC and XtremWeb-HEP [2] DG systems. On the gLite VO side, the gLite VO infrastructure had to be extended with a new dedicated EDGeS bridge CE to make the connected DGs accessible from the gLite VOs via different queues of this EDGeS bridge CE. These extensions of the DG systems and the gLite VOs are depicted in Fig. 3 .
As a first step to establish the EDGeS infrastructure already existing DG systems have been connected to the infrastructure. These DG systems are:
CPUs): This DG collects workers from the high school student labs of Extremadura region of Spain. The BOINC client is installed on about 70,000 PCs and 15,000 of them are already connected to the EDGeS infrastructure supporting the applications stored in the EDGeS Application Repository. 2. UoW (Univ. of Westminster) local DG: connects the computer lab machines of 6 campuses of the university into an institutional DG system. About 1.700 desktops are connected based on BOINC. The primary goal is to run scientific research applications developed at the university. As the second step the infrastructure was extended with a new DG called EDGeS@home which has two flavours: one based on BOINC and the other based on XtremWeb-HEP (XWHEP). Both of these EDGeS@home DGs are 100% dedicated to run applications bridged from SGs via the EDGeS SG→DG bridge. The XWHEP DGs are connected in the same way as BOINC ones but in this case the 3G Bridge is deployed on a machine which can send jobs to an XWHEP DG using its XWClient command. In this solution the BOINC/DC-API plugin of 3G Bridge is replaced with an XtremWeb output plugin. The BOINC version of EDGeS@home DG has already collected more than 7,000 CPUs and it has been constantly growing.
The infrastructure also contains the EDGeS Application Repository (AR) which stores information about the validated applications and allows bridging them as described in Section 2. In the production infrastructure the AR is usually not accessed directly by the bridge CE rather it uses a cache solution called as ARCache service due to performance reasons. On the other hand, users can use a web frontend to browse the content of the AR and download application versions to submit from an SG VO or install on a DG server.
Both of the ARCache and the web frontend are refreshed periodically from the main AR. Similarly to the AR, a single ARCache can provide services for all CEs in the infrastructure. The purpose of the ARCache is to pre-parse and organise data from the AR according to the needs of the EDGeS bridge CE thus, speeding up access to these data while handling a large number of jobs. To further optimise access to the AR data the CE also maintains a second level cache locally to effectively handle bursts of job submissions without needing to contact the ARCache too frequently.
Extending the Infrastructure
The EDGeS infrastructure is an open infrastructure. On the one hand, any gLite VO can connect to it in order to access the DG systems available in the EDGeS infrastructure. Therefore it is important to know how to connect an existing gLite VO to the EDGeS infrastructure. On the other hand new DGs should be connected to the EDGeS infrastructure in order to provide really large set of volunteer and institutional DG resources for enlarging the resource sets of the connected gLite VOs.
This section will detail how a new gLite VO or a new BOINC/XtremWeb desktop Grid can be connected to the EDGeS infrastructure. It also explains how a service Grid provider can empower its infrastructure with desktop Grid resources based on the EDGeS services without using the EDGeS infrastructure.
Extending the Infrastructure with a VO
Extending an existing gLite VO with desktop Grid resources can be accomplished by adding the EDGeS bridge CE to this VO as a resource. For the VO the EDGeS CE acts like an lcg-CE but it does not represent a cluster of WNs behind its queues rather it represents one or more desktop Grids. Once the EDGeS bridge CE is accessible in the VO users can submit jobs to the interconnected DG systems via the EDGeS bridge CE.
Due to the security model of desktop Grids they cannot run any executable, only preinstalled applications. Consequently, unlike normal lcgCEs the queues of this bridge CE accept only those jobs that are derived from the applications stored in the EDGeS Application Repository since these are the applications that can run on the connected DGs. However, the gLite WMS is not aware of this and without further consideration would also send other jobs to the EDGeS CE. Unfortunately, those jobs that were not taken from the EDGeS AR will fail and would need resubmission. Resubmission could delay the processing of the job or could cause the job to fail if this happens too many times. Therefore this unwanted situation must be avoided for unsuspecting users.
Basically there are the following options to choose from:
1. Make sure the VO members are aware of this situation and have them add appropriate Requirements in their JDLs to allow or avoid using the appropriate bridge CE queues depending on the application. In this case the bridge CE can be added to the VO as any other CE but may require VO users to change their JDLs so usually this option is only preferable for small VOs. 2. Add the bridge CE as a Closed CE, which means that in the BDII the CE will advertise itself as "GlueCEStateStatus: Closed". In this case the WMS will not select this CE by default. If you choose this option then there are two ways to access this CE:
• The first does not require change to the VO setup but users should target a specific queue/desktop Grid using the -r option in glite-wms-job-submit or the equivalent SubmitTo attribute in the JDL to access DG resources. This however limits the number of usable DG queues to one per job submission and thus a job submitted via a single JDL cannot access more than one DG.
• The second solution avoids this limitation by setting up a UI where the default JDL Requirement attribute in the VO configuration is changed to use Closed instead of Production. This has the effect that from this modified UI the bridge CEs can be used as normal CEs and normal CEs can be accessed only with -r or SubmitTo from this UI. It needs some work from the VO to set up a new UI but allows the VO to have two separate entry points to normal and DG resources and allows using all DG resources connected to the EDGeS bridge CE from the modified UI within a single job submission. It is still not possible to use both normal and DG resources in a single job submission. To achieve this full flexibility the following option provides a solution.
3. The most complete option is to create a new Role (e.g. BridgeUser) in VOMS and arrange by configuration that the bridge CE only accepts users with proxies that have this role set but not normal users who do not have this role. Since the WMS will take the VOMS role into account while matching resources, users without the role will not be affected, and unlike in the previous option where only normal or bridge CEs could be used, now users with the BridgeUser role can access both normal and bridge CEs at the same time. This way the VO manager can control who has access to bridge CEs (and via them desktop Grid resources) by assigning the role only to allowed users while users not needing access to DGs are not affected by the presence of the bridge and DG resources. The users with the BridgeUser role assigned can control themselves if they want to use bridge CEs by using proxies with or without the role set and can also fine tune which resources they want to use for each application by adding the appropriate Requirements attributes in their JDL.
This is the most complete option preferred for bigger VOs. This option combines the previous two by allowing to add a bridge CE without affecting unaware users just like adding a Closed CE in option 2 but allows knowledgeable users to use all resources in the VO just like in option 1 with the difference that not every user gets this behaviour by default but only those who have the role assigned and explicitly ask for using it at proxy creation time thus, confirming they know what they are doing.
Extending the Infrastructure with a DG
To extend the EDGeS production infrastructure with a DG resource the following actions should be performed. First, the necessary extended 3G Bridge components should be deployed on the DG server and the DG should be registered in the AR. Second, a new queue should be configured on the EDGeS bridge CE of the SG VO. As a result the EDGeS bridge CE and the 3G Bridge on the DG server will connect the SG VO with the DG system. On each DG (BOINC or XWHEP) server that is to be bridged to gLite the following 3G Bridge components have to be installed:
• The queue manager with the DC-API-Single or XtremWeb plugin which handle jobs and converts them to BOINC WUs or XtremWeb jobs respectively. • The WSSubmitter service which accepts jobs over the network from an EDGeS CE, then handles downloading the input files of jobs and putting the job in the 3G Bridge queue when all input files are downloaded as described earlier.
In case of using the SZDG BOINC distribution [12] for Debian GNU/Linux the necessary 3G
Bridge components can be installed from binary packages. The 3G Bridge queue manager works as a generic DC-API master application for BOINC and should be deployed as a master daemon under a BOINC project. It has to access to the BOINC database and the file systems of the upload and download directories in order to be able to create WUs. The WSSubmitter is also deployed as a daemon controlled by BOINC. After deploying the 3G Bridge components on a BOINC project some configuration steps are necessary to set up database access and logging, to create upload and download file staging areas for the Download Manager, to add the necessary 3G Bridge tables to the DB and to configure the appropriate output plugin.
For XWHEP the installation is similar but instead of accessing the project database directly, the XtremWeb output plugin has to be configured to use an XWClient which is configured appropriately to submit jobs to the project.
Next, client applications from the EDGeS AR should be deployed on the DG and appropriate queues should be added for them in the 3G Bridge. Then, after testing these client applications the DG should be registered in the AR as supporting these applications.
At this point the configuration of the bridge CE can be modified to connect the DG to the SG VO and after reconfiguration it will appear as a new queue of the bridge CE.
Utilising the Infrastructure
The EDGeS infrastructure was designed to be used by ordinary gLite users who do not want to learn the specific features of the EDGeS infrastructure. Therefore it was an important design aspect to enable the access of the EDGeS infrastructure through the well known standard gLite command line interface. We have also created a web portal interface where users do not have to even know the standard gLite command line interface in order to run applications on the EDGeS infrastructure. In this section details of how to use the EDGeS infrastructure via the gLite command line interface and the portal will be given.
In either case the validated applications that is executable on the EDGeS infrastructure should be taken from the EDGeS AR. In order to take these applications from the AR a web interface is provided for the users at https://edgesar. cpc.wmin.ac.uk:8080/szupergrid/AppRepo/ The application repository has two views: The DG system administrator view provides information on the applications DG system administrators to register these applications on their DG server. This view also helps the gLite users to see on which DG systems a particular application has been registered.
The gLite user view gives the following information on the application to the users:
• The executable of the job • the names and contents of needed input files • eventual command line arguments • names of the output files • identifier of those VOs from where the application can be submitted
gLite Command-Line Support
Once the user found the information on a particular EDGeS application (including the executable) in the EDGeS AR he can execute the application on the EDGeS infrastructure using the standard gLite command line interface following the steps below:
1. User creates a JDL, and submits to the WMS 2. Assuming that the WMS sends the job to the EDGeS CE (of course it can send the job to a traditional CE, but we're describing the EGEE→BOINC bridge here), the EDGeS CE:
(a) Checks the executable Notice that this type of application execution requires only deep understanding of the gLite command line interface and particularly the usage of the JDL file but it does not need any EDGeS specific knowledge beyond the information stored in the EDGeS AR.
Web-Based Portal Support
The most advantageous exploitation of the SG-DG integrated infrastructure is in the case when large parameter sweep applications should be executed with thousands of parameters sets. In such case the application code can be executed in parallel on the thousands of workers of one or more connected desktop Grids. A convenient way of defining and managing such applications are offered by the P-GRADE Grid portal family that includes the first generation P-GRADE portal and the second generation WS-PGRADE [13] portal. Both portals are integrated with the EDGeS infrastructure using the portals' gLite job submission mechanism that is based on the gLite command line activities described in Section 3.2.1. The important feature of the portal is that it hides these low level activities from the user making the usage of the EDGeS infrastructure transparent for the user.
As explained in Section 3.1.1 the EDGeS Bridge CE can be configured either as a normal CE or as a closed CE. If it is configured as closed CE then normal jobs will not be scheduled for the closed CE and we can avoid the anomaly described in Section 3.1.1. The current production EDGeS infrastructure contains a P-GRADE portal service as a science gateway to the infrastructure. This portal is connected to the SEEGRID VO and to the VOCE VO as gLite VOs (see Fig. 4 ). The EDGeS bridge CE is configured as a closed CE and connected to the SEEGRID WMS. If a user wants to send a parameter sweep job to desktop Grids then those jobs are sent through the SEEGRID WMS and the EDGeS Bridge CE to the connected DGs listed in Section 3. If the user prefers to execute the parameter sweep job in a gLite VO, then those jobs are directed to the VOCE WMS and are executed on the normal CEs of VOCE.
The EDGeS P-GRADE service portal can be used by any gLite user who has access to VOCE and SEEGRID VOs. Since the EDGeS P-GRADE portal is a multi-Grid/multi-VO portal it can be easily connected to the VO of other interested EGEE communities or NGIs so those users will also be able to exploit it. Furthermore, any VO can set up its own EDGeS P-GRADE portal in a similar way.
Scalability and Cloud Handling
The EDGI Project
Based on the success of the EDGeS project a new project, called as EDGI (European Desktop Grid Initiative), was launched in June 2010. EDGI is aimed at deploying desktop Grid and cloud computing services for the European Grid Initiative (EGI) research user communities that require large-scale distributed computing resources for multi-national projects. In order to achieve this goal EDGI will develop middleware for extending service Grids (ARC, gLite, UNICORE) with desktop Grids (BOINC, XtremWeb, OurGrid) enhanced by academic clouds (Eucalyptus and OpenNebula). Software components of ARC, gLite, UNICORE, BOINC, XWHEP, Attic, 3GBridge, OpenNebula and Eucalyptus will be integrated into a SG→DG→cloud platform for service provision and as a result EDGI will extend ARC, gLite and UNICORE Grids with volunteer and institutional DG systems. In this way, the whole European e-science ecosystem will benefit from desktop Grid extensions, since parameter sweep applications that run millions of sequential jobs can be directed from the expensive cluster and supercomputer resources to cheap desktop resources. EDGI will create novel QoS support for the DG systems and will explore new service provision models in order to ensure harmonised DG→cloud interfaces to ARC, gLite, UNICORE resources. The developed DG→cloud bridge middleware has the goal to get instantly available additional resources on demand if the application has some QoS requirements that could not be satisfied by the available resources of the desktop Grid system. New scheduling algorithms will be developed that will be able to take into consideration QoS requirements and will enable a more flexible allocation of tasks and resources in the desktop Grid systems.
In EDGI, there are several developments towards different directions like monitoring and benchmarking, data-intensive application support or application repository. However, in this paper we focus on the core developments which are the extension of the 3G Bridge towards a scalable solution and towards the integration of cloud resources to support the QoS developments. These two improvements forms the bases for the other bridge extensions, since both ARC and Unicore extensions utilises our new-shortly introducedscalable solution, while QoS will instantiate cloud resources through the 3G Bridge. In the next sections, these two extensions will be introduced in more details.
Improving Data Scalability
To handle the data scalability issue by reducing the data transfer overhead we already implemented an optimisation using remote HTTP URLs in BOINC, DC-API and 3G Bridge. With the help of this extension the system is capable to pass URLs through the system instead of transferring each file over the network between different components. Thus, once the EDGeS CE fetches the input files from the WMS through GridFTP, it is possible to export these files through HTTP. Note, that CE caches input files based on their MD5 hash to store each different file only once, therefore downloading is also optimised to happen only once for each file if MD5 hash query is possible (like in gsiftp). From this point on only references to the files (URLs) will be sent through the system:
• 3G Bridge receives the URLs, • DC-API uses to URLs to create BOINC workunits, • BOINC server sends these URLs to clients, • and finally, the last entities, clients download files from the EDGeS CE's HTTP server.
This can be further optimised if the input files are already available via HTTP and specified in the JDL with their HTTP URLs then the CE can completely avoid downloading them and only pass through the URLs so the data handling is completely distributed. This optimisation is prototyped now and will be available in the next version of the edges jobmanager code. It is however limited by the fact that in gLite only gsiftp URLs work by default, HTTP support exists but optional and the necessary tools to handle HTTP URLs are not installed on WNs by default. However, in an appropriately configured VO or in one that only uses DG resources this optimisation can be used.
Job Submission to Clouds
Usually resources in the e-science infrastructure eco-system are available as computing or storage nodes. Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud resources are 'bare-bone'-without any middleware-and hence they need to be instantiated before use. Thus before any cloud resource is to be used as a worker executing jobs, three problems need to be solved:
1. Resource provision and management. Cloud resources are on-demand, thus an entity is required that allocates resources from providers, determines which resources are considered idle or not needed and shuts down those resources. 2. Job submission and delegation. Allocated cloud resources are bare-bone virtual machines without any means of accepting tasks. An entity or middleware providing such an interface (for handling tasks) is required. 3. Scheduling. Resources are allocated independently from the cloud, and although it is possible to submit jobs to each of them independently using a middleware which pools them together in a virtual cluster is more effective and provides additional benefits (fault tolerance, queuing, load-balancing, interface, etc.).
When pooling resources, usually one node is distinguished as Head node which serves as an entry point and also runs other services like scheduling for the pool, while the rest of the pool consist of Workers. Using this convention we refer as Head to the entity providing both access to the resource pool and performing job scheduling tasks for the pool. These two roles could be separated but we do not see an immediate benefit in doing so. We also introduce the Manager component which is responsible both for cloud resource management and job delegation (by the latter we refer to providing an interface for job submission to the cloud independent of the interface provided by the Head node). We assume the following:
• Although it is possible to add non-provisioned resources (private resource) to the pool we only consider at most a single such resource is used.
• If deployed on private clouds then the number of available resources is limited.
• If deployed on public clouds-where there is a direct cost of running resources-then the number of resources is limited by a limited budget.
• Provisioned resources have the same characteristics (CPU type, VCPU count, Memory available).
The simplest, or naïve solution, is as follows. For each incoming job a new cloud resource is allocated and the job is submitted there. Once the execution finished the cloud resource is shut down. This is obviously a very non-optimal solution that assumes that the number of available cloud resources is unlimited (or large enough). In a realistic scenario the user can afford only a certain number of resources and once those resources are loaded with jobs some intelligent job scheduling decision (and queuing) is needed to which already loaded resource to submit the newly arriving jobs. Therefore, more sophisticated solutions have to be investigated. The second variant is to use independent workers with local job managers. The main idea is to use a middleware deployed on each node allowing them to act both as head and worker as depicted in Fig. 5a . The middleware takes care of scheduling the jobs submitted to this resource while the worker will execute them; this allows arbitrary number of jobs to be sent to the same cloud resource. The third variant is to use independent workers with a centralized job manager. This architecture and concept is shown in Fig. 5b . The main difference compared to the previous variant is that there is a central head node for the workers residing on one of the allocated nodes.
The fourth and last variant is to use independent workers with a single centralized private job manager; it is depicted in Fig. 5c . The main difference is that the Head node is deployed with the Manager. This simplifies the workers-no need to deploy the whole middleware on themand also allows shutting down all cloud instances but not loose unfinished jobs.
From the three variants we chose to implement the last one (Fig. 5c ) because it combines simplicity (only workers are running on the cloud) with enough flexibility (cloud resources can be started and shut down independently, and anytime with only minor restrictions, rescheduling of work between nodes is possible). Figure 6 details how the selected variant is integrated into 3G Bridge in our implementation.
In Fig. 6 Queue 1 represents the usual BOINC target queue where those SG jobs are placed that are targeted to a particular BOINC system. The figure shows how this target BOINC system can be extended beyond the usual volunteer workers by cloud workers. For the job queue we use the DC-API plugin of the 3G Bridge in the usual way: tasks submitted to the 3G Bridge are put in the queue of the Head node (BOINC server) by the regular DC-API plugin. It is then the task of the Head (BOINC server) to schedule tasks among the workers no matter if they are volunteer workers or worker instances running on the cloud resources.
Notice that this part of the architecture is exactly the same that is used in any 3G Bridge deployment described earlier and readily allows using BOINC to implement job submission and scheduling. This is exactly the advantage of this architecture concept that the implementation of the job submission and job scheduling functions are separated, replaceable and do not require any new development.
Even more, the resource management function itself is split into two separate components: the Cloud plugin and the Cloud Resource Man- Fig. 6 The implementation of the proposed architecture using the 3G-Bridge and DC-API: Job submission via the BOINC DC-API plug-in and cloud resource provision via a new Cloud plug-in for 3G-Bridge. Resource management is done via an independent Cloud Resource Manager daemon ager. The latter collects information from the 3G Bridge BOINC job queue (Queue 1 in Fig. 6 ) about the number of waiting jobs and from the cloud job queue (in our current implementation the Amazon EC2 interface is supported) about the available worker instances. If the number of worker instances has not yet reached their upper limit and there are waiting jobs in the 3G Bridge job queue (Queue 1) the Cloud Resource Manager (CRM) sends jobs into the Cloud Plug-in queue (Queue 2 in Fig. 6 ). The CRM realises the logic to decide how to manage cloud resources and since it is located in 3G Bridge independent place it can easily be extended or replaced to implement different resource management strategies. This is the place where the QoS support scheduler of EDGI will be implemented later. The actual management of the cloud resources is realised by a new plugin of the 3G Bridge called as Cloud plugin. The Cloud plugin will deploy a new worker instance in the cloud for every "create_instance" job placed into Queue 2 by the Cloud Resource Manager. Cloud worker instances will be kept running as long as the CRM does not delete them. Once an instance is deployed the BOINC worker installed on it will connect to the head node (BOINC project) in order to get a task to execute and will act as an ordinary worker in the pool. The instances are supplied with the address of the Head node at start-up time, so that different instances may connect to different masters, and thus to different BOINC projects. If there is no waiting task in the 3G Bridge BOINC job queue and a certain time has already spent without new arriving job activity (Queue 1), the CRM cancels some idle deployed instances by sending "remove_instance" jobs into the Cloud plugin queue. As a result the instances belonging to these jobs will be terminated by the Cloud plugin.
This architecture is very flexible. If someone would like to use another job manager e.g. PBS, then only the DC-API plugin should be replaced with a PBS plugin (or the DC-API extended with an appropriate backend). Notice that DC-API has got Condor [14] backend so the introduced architecture can handle Condor pools, too. The Cloud plugin and the Cloud Resource Manager still can be used without any modification if new job managers are supported. Similarly, if someone would like to change Amazon EC2/Eucalyptus for a cloud using a different API then only the Cloud plugin should be changed. Finally, the scheduling algorithm inside the Cloud Resource Manager can easily be modified without changing anything inside 3G Bridge and the cloud.
For the workers we have developed our own Amazon Machine Image (AMI). The image is based on Debian Linux 5.0 32-bit and BOINC stable branch. Each instance is supplied with the IP address of the host running the 3G Bridge and the Master component (the BOINC project) thus they can automatically join the pool (and leave when they are shut down). BOINC was originally intended for volunteer computing (utilizing donated CPU-cycles), but has evolved into a multi-purpose middleware. Its many configuration options allow fine-tuning it for deployment as a local job manager. The only shortcoming is that configuration needs to be performed both on server and client side. We created our own AMI for BOINC based on Debian 5.0 and BOINC Client r22012. BOINC uses the pull method for task distribution, meaning that the clients request work from the project. There is no central scheduling; each client maintains its own queue. This means that the client configuration had to be changed for fast turnaround time, and to ensure they keep minimal work in their local queue. This ensures that no client will have too much work in its queue while others would starve. Also each instance is supplied at instantiation time with the address of the BOINC project and with an authenticator which allows the BOINC client to authenticate and connect to the project.
Performance Measurements
Regarding performance, we analysed the operation of the 3G Bridge, by making measurements in the two most important topics. The goal of the first measurement was to see how the performance has changed after introducing the scalability improvements in the 3G Bridge. The second measurement aimed at inspecting the time ranges for initialisation and shutdown of the cloud instances to see how QoS can be provided based on this extension of the 3G Bridge.
The network traffic, disk usage and CPU requirements of the system can be reduced notably by using the optimised data handling method described in Section 4.2 to improve scalability. In order to verify this statement we have performed two separate measurements:
1. send jobs to 3G Bridge through the Web Service interface using local and remote files, 2. make 3G Bridge start jobs on BOINC using local and remote files.
In the first case we have prepared 10000 jobs using different number of input files with different sizes: 4 input files of size 512 bytes and 2 input files of size 10 Kbytes, and submitted the jobs to the 3G Bridge using the Web Service interface without actually starting the jobs. In the second case we have submitted 1000-1000 jobs using local and remote files to the 3G Bridge service through its Web Service interface, and measured the CPU time and the total time needed to submit the jobs to BOINC from 3G Bridge. Our measurements are summarized in the following As the tables above show, the CPU time used by the Web Service interface and 3G Bridge itself drops down dramatically in each case when data was not flown through the system. Moreover, this method showed that a significant amount of time was saved for the elapsed time, which makes the 3G Bridge react more quickly even with tens of thousands of jobs.
For the cloud extension development we used an in-house Eucalyptus 1.51 based local cloud, which was able to run 4 instances each with 512 MB memory. For a "real-world" deployment we used 4 High-CPU Medium (c1.medium) instances to execute 80 jobs, measurements were made within the Amazon EC2 EU West availability zone. These instances have 2 virtual cores (on Intel Xeon E5410 2.33 GHz), so 8 cores total. Each of them has increased CPU performance ('2.5 EC2 Compute Units' each), compared to the default Small instance ('1 EC2 Compute Units'), while only costs twice the price thus seem optimal for computation intensive tasks. Although there is a High-CPU Large instance with 8 cores, that does not provide more performance per CPU or lower cost compared to the medium one, according to the information on the Amazon Web Services Website.
Our measurements were made with the E-Marketplace Model Integrated Logistics (EMMIL) application, which is solving a multiparameter linear optimisation problem to facilitate three sided negotiation between buyers, sellers and third party logistics providers. It's a workflow based application with a parameter sweep component, thus we executed this part of the EMMIL workflow over the 3G Bridge. We configured EMMIL so that a single job would run approximately 100 s on a High-CPU Medium Amazon EC2 instance. Figure 7 shows a typical BOINC execution scenario using only cloud instances as workers: (a) Time-lapse of the whole execution; (b) Init phase and (c) Shutdown phase. It took 17 s to submit the 80 jobs to BOINC, 100 s for the first worker (see Fig. 7b ) to request a job and 204 s to all workers request their first task. Note that BOINC has tasks assigned to hosts rather than CPU-s on hosts, thus the total number of workers here is 4. The execution of the 80 tasks was finished after 1,984 s (meanwhile the sequential execution time is ∼8,000 s). All the instances were shutdown after 2181 s.
In the ideal case there should be no real difference between the execution time of BOINC and any other local batch system. The only difference that may arise can come from the infrastructure (there is no real evidence that the provisioned resources in fact have the same performance other than the reported CPU type) or from the idiosyncrasies of the given system (initial communication required between head and worker, etc.).
We conclude that BOINC is well suited for managing local resources. BOINC is not originally intended as a local job manager, but proved to handle the environment, when configured adequately. From a practical point of view BOINC seems to be easy to manage, it is lightweight and also works well in any firewalled environment.
Job Number Scalability
The EDGeS project faced a scalability problem of the gLite→DG bridge solution based on gLite LCG CE because of Globus-GMA limitations: when using one EDGeS CE to transfer gLite jobs to a DG, the performance of the EDGeS CE is The user submits the gLite job to the WMS 1. The WMS assigns the job to a CE, and sends the job description to the given CE. 2. A component called Globus-GMA running on the CE periodically checks for new jobs, and if new jobs are found, it triggers the jobmanager code to handle the job. At this point in the original implementation of the edges jobmanager code all input files belonging to the job were fetched to the CE, and the job was submitted to a target 3G Bridge serving a DG with all of its input files. 3. The Globus-GMA component periodically invokes the jobmanager to update the status of already submitted jobs.
One problem with this solution is that the Globus-GMA invokes the jobmanager operations for a limited number of jobs (at most 5 jobs by default) in parallel. Thus, if there are jobs that take a long time to process (e.g. because they use large input files), the delay introduced hinders the handling of other jobs which limits the throughput of the system. This is acceptable for a normal CE having at most a few hundred WNs and where the jobmanager code does not do too much processing but poses a problem in case of a DG where the number of parallel jobs are typically much higher than on clusters Globus-GMA was designed to handle. Another problem with this implementation is that all input files are transferred twice over the network of the bridge CE: first when the EDGeS CE fetches them from the WMS, second when they are sent to the target 3G Bridge service.
In order to solve the Globus-GMA-related problem, we proposed to investigate three different solutions:
1. Using the CREAM CE gLite component instead of the LCG CE gLite component. 2. Reducing the number of jobs sent through the service Grid by creating super jobs containing many parameter study jobs. In this way a single job (representing thousands of jobs) goes through the gLite UI→WMS→CE→3G
Bridge→DG chain, and only at the last step on the DG side the actual jobs will be generated. 3. Integrating the EDGeS CE with some kind of pilot job submission mechanism already used in many gLite VOs.
The CREAM CE solution is a more lightweight solution than in case of using the LCG CE component as it is a redesign which does not rely on the same components such as Globus-GMA. The advantage of this solution is that it is transparent for the gLite user and updates the bridging solution in accordance with gLite development. The gLite CREAM CE has a much cleaner architecture than the one of LCG CE. Fortunately, we were able to find a solution for integrating EDGeS technologies with CREAM without modifying existing CREAM code, solely by implementing a new executor for CREAM. The idea behind the solution is to create a new connector beside the BLAH connector (the default job management backend in gLite), whose task is to intercept gLite jobs, and send them to a target bridge service after parsing incoming gLite jobs. Thus, from higher level CREAM component's point of view the new connector (EDGI Executor) behaves like a batch system implementation with the difference that the job is not running on a Worker Node belonging to the CREAM CE, but is sent to a 3G Bridge service for execution by a Grid plugin.
The EDGI Executor consists of a number of components: a ConfigReader (for reading configuration files), an EDGIExecutor (for handling incoming gLite jobs), an ARWrapper (for communicating with the application repository), a BridgeSubmitter (for managing 3G Bridge jobs), an EventLogger (for logging gLite events of jobs) and an UpdateManager (for updating status of 3G Bridge jobs).
With the update from the LCG CE to the CREAM CE we were able to increase the capacity of the system, and decrease the latency: the LCG CE-based solution was capable of handling around 200 jobs in parallel, with a delay of 5-10 min (the time elapsed between the submission of the job and its arrival on the target desktop Grid), whereas the CREAM CE-based solution is capable of handling 5000 jobs in parallel with an average delay of 10 s.
In case of optimised parameter study job submission, gLite users should prepare parametric jobs in a special manner, and submit within one single job. This job is sent through the system without modification up to the target desktop Grid service, where it is split into a number of different subjobs. The advantage of this solution is that a lot of jobs can be sent to a DG with a single job submission request. The drawback is that users have to be aware of how to create such special jobs and inspecting the status of or controlling individual subjobs need methods different from the usual SG ways.
From the user's point of view the concept of this special parameter study submission is the following: if a user wants to submit the same executable with a number of instances of one of the input files, the user has to create a JDL that contains the given executable, but instead of the given input file, has to add a special description file to the JDL describing the set of instances to be used for the specific input. Once this job is submitted, it is sent through the bridge system up to the 3G Bridge service where the 3G Bridge will create the subjob instances, and arrange their execution. As a consequence, the gLite components have to handle only one job instead of the number of job instances.
Finally, the pilot mechanism integration works as follows: instead of directly using gLite jobs, the system should interface with a pilot job submission service used within gLite, for example Diane [15] . Once pilot jobs are sent to the gLite→DG bridge, the EDGeS CE or the target 3G Bridge should realize that a pilot worker has been submitted, and (similarly how the WMS wrapper is handled currently) simulate the operation of this worker: fetch jobs from the pilot queue and bridge them to the target DG. The advantage of this solution is that the WMS and EDGeS CE component have to manage the pilot worker only once, but a number of jobs can be run. The drawback is that the 3G Bridge or the edges jobmanager requires all functionalities of the pilot worker.
Besides the above described methods, the remote file feature implemented in 3G Bridge described in Section 4.2 and measured in 4.4 increases the job throughput rate, and decreases the network traffic of the bridge solution.
Related Research
Solving the interoperability of service Grids has been a long running issue for many years. Within OGF first the GIN (Grid Interoperability Now) working group and recently the PGI (Production Grid Interoperability) working group tries to solve this problem at the job submission and data management level including the harmonization of the various security solutions. The Journal of Grid Computing has devoted a complete special issue to this subject as it was explained in [16] .
Although there have been many research activities to solve the interoperability of service Grids little effort has been done to integrate service Grids and desktop Grids. Before the EDGeS project there has been some ad hoc solutions for the problem. The Lattice project [17] at University of Maryland (USA) integrated BOINC as a Globus-addressable resource. This project realizes a Globus→BOINC bridge that shows many similarities with the gLite→BOINC bridge of EDGeS. Lattice solved the Globus→BOINC bridging by developing a special BOINC GRAM service that can accept Globus jobs and can call the BOINC job manager. The solution developed in EDGeS is much more generic based on the 3G Bridge that can connect various SG and DG systems in a very generic way. Lattice also considers a graphical workflow-oriented user environment as an important part of the system just like the P-GRADE portal in EDGeS.
The LiveWN project [18] at National Technical University of Athens (Greece) has the primary goal to add computational resources to service Grids in a simple, user friendly way, that even non-experts could use it. The LiveWN image is a technology by which Worker Nodes (WNs) can be setup and used behind firewalls, within virtual machines, over dial-up lines. The principle of this solution is close to the cloud extensions of EDGI described in Section 4.3 but instead of producing DG worker instances it produces gLite worker nodes instances and these are directly connected to gLite computing elements.
A recent work has been done in CERN to run the LHC computations not only in gLite VOs but also in the LHC@home BOINC DG systems. This concept is based on virtualisation and pilot job technique [19] . The so-called co-Pilot agent as virtual image is sent to the BOINC workers that will connect back to the LHC computing server (instead of the BOINC server) and download executable tasks directly from the LHC computing server. In this way the BOINC scheduler is not used by LHC@home it realizes its own scheduling mechanism. Virtualisation is an important aspect to make the donors trust the application.
The research works mentioned above all try to extend service Grids with volunteer desktop Grids with similar goals to EDGeS and EDGI. The Clemson University Grid (South Carolina, USA) provides support for BOINC systems by local clusters. This solution is based on the new Condor backfill configuration feature that allows to grab BOINC work when no condor jobs are present. What happens is that Condor starts the BOINC client which in turns grabs work from the BOINC servers.
Finally, the SuperLink project [20] at Technion (Haifa, Israel) permits to automatically parallelise and schedule tasks for execution on a Grid of computing clusters in the Technion, in the University of Wisconsin in Madison, in EGEE, and also on a volunteer BOINC DG system. This solution is similar to the one developed in EDGeS to run workflow nodes in various Grids under the control of the gUSE high level Grid middleware and using the WS-PGRADE portal as graphical user interface. The advantage of the EDGeS solution is that meanwhile the Superlink solution is restricted to a certain application, the gUSE/WS-PGRADE environment enables to develop and run any kind of workflow applications on the hybrid EGEE, BOINC, XtremWeb system.
Conclusions
EDGeS developed the bridge technology of extending gLite based service Grids with BOINCand XtremWeb-based volunteer and institutional desktop Grids. The bridge technology was designed to be generic enough to be easily adaptable for other service and desktop Grid middleware. The generic nature of 3G Bridge was demonstrated by the EELA II project that was able to quickly adapt 3G Bridge for realizing their gLite→OurGrid infrastructure. The flexibility of the 3G Bridge has also been demonstrated by its extension towards supporting the enhancement of BOINC DGs with cloud resources as described in Section 4.3
Based on the 3G Bridge technology EDGeS has established a production infrastructure that can be used by any gLite VO. As a results gLite VOs can be extended with a number of different BOINC and XtremWeb desktop Grids providing more than 25,000 CPUs world wide. Note, that this number is continuously growing due to newly attaching donors and new desktop Grid systems that will be connected in the future by the EDGI project.
The EDGeS bridge technology also enables any gLite VO to extend its SG resources with institutional DGs of the partners institutes. To set up a university DG system is extremely inexpensive and fast based on the student lab machines of the university. Such a university local DG system was demonstrated in EDGeS by the local DG system established at the University of Westminster.
Another example of collecting DG resources was experimented in Extremadura region of Spain where student lab machines of the secondary schools of Extremadura region were interconnected into a BOINC system and connected to the EDGeS infrastructure.
Although the EDGeS experience was very positive it also raised several performance issues that will be solved in the framework of the newly launched EDGI project. Beyond solving the performance problem EDGI will extend the existing EDGeS infrastructure with support for dataintensive applications and with cloud support for applications requiring QoS services. All these enhanced services will be provided not only for gLite service Grids but also for ARC and Unicore service Grids. As a result the EDGI middleware will be able to integrate all the major DCI platforms of Europe into a large interoperable production DCI. In order to achieve this vision EDGI strongly collaborates with other major European DCI projects (EGI, EMI, IGE, StratusLab, VENUS-C).
